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as he looks to turn right, he finds that zavok has snuck up on him, even going as far as grabbing his feet to make sure he doesnt drive off the track. as the car is now
spinning, sonic quickly gets it under control, but the distraction caused them to almost crash. quickly, sonic leaps out of the car and runs to the front, making it look
like he was in the car with them. sonic then sees that his teammates all have shields, and that they have no extra weapons. he thus realizes that they are trying to
steal the ultimate power engine. sonic is still running, and he gets so far ahead that he is soon out of sight. he then sees eggman, and he drives back to the group to
inform them that he is going to go and collect the ultimate power engine from eggman. silver says that he will get to the base, and he drives off with the group
following him, knowing that his friends will join him when they catch up. in the meantime, sonic slows to a stop and lets the other members catch up to him. as they
catch up, they get to the end of the track, and just as they are about to turn, eggman drives in front of them to try to block their way. sonic drives ahead to take him
out, but eggman gets in front of them again, so sonic loops around him. instead of making a turn, sonic drives straight up the track, and as he approaches the top,
silver gets hit by a sonic bomb and gets blown up by it. sonic then sees that the team is on fire, and then falls down a large hill. the doctor prepares for another team
by activating the anti-gravity generator. as sonic fights zavok, he comes into a small room, and he is hit by a strange force. sonic goes up into the air, and continues
to fall down a hole, where he lands in a small area.
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each of the three game modes has a different gameplay style, but he also said that they didn't want to be too different. this meant that they didn't want to make the
game too technical or too easy to play. the team made sure that they created some depth, and webber said that he enjoyed designing shortcuts, as it was "fun to

get around the track" and that they wanted to make sure that players can get a sense of achievement. iizuka said that he wanted players to have a good time
playing the game, but they also wanted them to have a sense of challenge. however, the team didn't want to make the game too difficult, as that would spoil the
fun. the team decided to have the three tracks be available at the beginning of the game, so they could be the main focus of the game. they wanted to make sure

that players could play the game in a single sitting, but said that they wanted to ensure that players don't get bored and want to play more. the team also wanted to
make sure that players would have fun playing the game. webber said that he enjoyed designing shortcuts, as it was "fun to get around the track" and that they

wanted to make sure that players can get a sense of achievement. iizuka said that they wanted players to have a good time playing the game, but they also wanted
them to have a sense of challenge. however, the team didn't want to make the game too difficult, as that would spoil the fun. as the only fully-formed team member,
sonic is the first to get into the car, and it soon becomes clear that his team is not as strong as they think they are. the first time he runs, he starts at the rear of the
group, nearly crashes twice, and takes a considerable amount of time to get to the front. however, when he does, he notices that the group has stopped ahead of

him. 5ec8ef588b
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